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 Privacy overviewInformation on the use of cookies
This information on the use of cookies on the website www.pezzol.com is made available to the user in implementation of the provision of the Guarantor for the protection of personal data of 8 May 2014 "Identification of simplified procedures for the information and the acquisition of consent for the use of cookies ", and in compliance with art. 13 of EU Regulation 679/2016.
The information is prepared and updated by PEZZOL INDUSTRIES S.R.L., manager of the website and controller of the processing of personal data connected to it, with registered office in Via Trani 107, 76121 Barletta (BT).
 Any further request regarding the use of cookies on this website can be sent to the email address privacy@pezzol.it.
 You can use the same address to exercise your rights as an interested party at any time (art. 15 EU Regulation 679/2016: for example, access, cancellation, updating, rectification, integration, etc.) as well as to request an updated list of any designated data processors.
Your personal data are processed in any case by specific appointees of the holder and are not communicated or disclosed to third parties.
WHAT ARE COOKIES?
 Cookies are small text strings that a website can send, while browsing, to your device (be it a PC, notebook, smartphone, tablet; normally they are stored directly on the browser used for navigation). The same website that sent them, then can read and register the cookies that are on the same device to obtain various types of information. Which? For each type of cookie there is a well-defined role.
HOW MANY TYPES OF COOKIES ARE THERE?
 There are two basic macro-categories, with different characteristics: technical cookies and profiling cookies. Technical cookies are generally necessary for the proper functioning of the website and to allow navigation; without them you may not be able to view the pages correctly or to use some services. For example, a technical cookie is essential to keep the user connected throughout the visit to a website, or to memorize the settings of the language, the display, and so on.
Technical cookies can be integrated separately into:
 navigation cookies, which guarantee the normal navigation and use of the website (allowing, for example, to make a purchase or authenticate to access restricted areas);
analytics cookies, assimilated to technical cookies only when used directly by the site operator to collect information, in aggregate form, on the number of users and how they visit the site.
 functionality cookies, which allow the user to navigate according to a series of selected criteria (for example, the language, the products selected for purchase) in order to improve the service provided.
Profiling cookies are more sophisticated! These cookies have the task of profiling the user and are used in order to send advertising messages in line with the preferences expressed by the same during his navigation.
WHICH COOKIES DOES THIS SITE USE?
 We use technical cookies, aimed at ensuring the proper functioning of our site, such as Google Analytics
Google Analytics is a web analysis service provided by Google, through the release on your terminal of special cookies that are used for the sole purpose of obtaining anonymous statistical information on the use of the site.
These cookies can be sent by the instrument supplier, but they are used only for purposes related to the site.
Google Analytics Cookie
 Google Cookie
If you prefer that Google Analytics does not use the data collected in any way, you can change the configuration of each browser in a different way. It is described in the help menu of your browser, which will allow you to know how to change your choices regarding cookies.
Internet Explorer™: http://windows.microsoft.com/it-IT/windows-vista/Block-or-allow-cookies
 Safari™:http://www.apple.com/it/support/
 Chrome™:https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=it&hlrm=en
 Firefox™:http://support.mozilla.org/it/kb/Attivare%20e%20disattivare%20i%20cookie
 Opera™:http://help.opera.com/Windows/10.20/it/cookies.html ecc.
Google Analytics cookies can also be refused by following the procedure indicated by Google (https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout?hl=it).
 Failure to refuse Google cookies implies consent to the processing of User data by Google, for the methods and purposes indicated above. To consult the privacy policy relating to the Google Analytics service, please visit the relevant website.
However, our site will remain fully usable even if you have decided to disable the monitoring function. For a permanent opt-out, the browser must accept permanent cookies. If your browser does not accept permanent cookies, then it is not technically possible to register the opt-out. Please use the features of your browser to disable monitoring (see the website www.allaboutcookies.org in this regard).
To delete cookies from the Internet browser of your smartphone / tablet, you must also refer to the user manual of the device.
 ----------------------------
 Widget Google Map
 The site incorporates the Google Map widget with the activity map and this service involves the installation of cookies by Google. Instead, no information is shared by the site where the widget is embedded. For more information, including on disabling these cookies, we recommend that you consult the following link:
 https://www.google.com/intl/it_it/policies/privacy/


 Strictly necessary cookiesThis application uses cookies to carry out activities that are strictly necessary for the operation of this application.
 Strictly necessary cookies are always enabled by default.
  Enable or Disable Cookies   


Se disabiliti questo cookie, non saremo in grado di salvare le tue preferenze. Ciò significa che ogni volta che visiti questo sito web dovrai abilitare o disabilitare nuovamente i cookie.



 Third party cookiesThis Application uses Cookies to save browsing preferences and to optimize the User's browsing experience.
 These cookies include those installed for the management of site access statistics.
  Enable or Disable Cookies   


Attiva i cookie strettamente necessari così da poter salvare le tue preferenze!
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